HEADSHOTS
WEEKLY UPDATE FROM HEAD OF SCHOOL

Andy Fields, Interim Head of School

UNLEASHING FULL
CREATIVE
POTENTIAL
Next week’s Culminating Event is the apex of the fall
thematic unit. It represents the highest point on your
student’s learning journey in the fall trimester. Culminating
Event embodies the 3 C’s of the Stance pillar of The Gardner
School curriculum. For students this is apparent in the
creativity of ideation and individual expression in their
beautiful work; the collaboration demonstrated in class
productions; the communication of what they’ve learned
to their parents and peers. There is another layer at work
here: the collaboration between specialist and homeroom
teachers to communicate learning through Art, Music and
Spanish began in August and reaches its peak next week.

Have you ever sharpened a knife? I have a fancy honing
system at home that has three stones of different grit. Their
diligent application, in the correct order, with the correct
technique, will result in a razor sharp blade. It takes a
similar iteration of effort to create a beautiful work worthy
of culminating event. As we work to “inspire all learners to
reach their highest potential,” individual students’ art is a
yardstick of applied effort. The students start with a creative
inspiration and goal in mind. Art specialist Jane Rhomberg
guides them through multiple process steps, and offers tips
in different techniques. Gardner students are held to a high
standard; when the students think they are done (and they
always think they’re done, according to Jane) she challenges
them to add another layer of detail, unleashing their full
creative potential.

COMING UP NEXT WEEK
WEDNESDAY 12/13
CULMINATING EVENT
8:30am

BUDDY WALK
12:00pm

EARLY RELEASE
1:45pm

DECEMBER 8, 2017

Beautiful work applies to the ears as well. Klickitat students sharpen their musical
skills and put final touches on the musical performance piece of their Culminating
Event presentation.

We are getting creative with the parking situation at school
for culminating event! Smith-Root, our neighbor to the
North, has invited us to park on the driveway to and apron
of the little barn. There will also be several spots available
on the easement just south of the athletic field (please be
sure to keep access clear). The faculty and staff parking area
by the garage will also be available. Please be patient and
careful utilizing these unaccustomed areas for parking.

weekend!
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FRIDAY 12/15
LAST DAY OF SCHOOL
BEFORE WINTER BREAK

Teaching deeply, learning fully, cultivating responsibility— one mind at a time.

12/18 - 1/1
NO SCHOOL
WINTER BREAK
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#NWPTSTRONG PARTNER OFFER

Northwest Personal Training is celebrating 18 Years by
encouraging donations to one of four local charities --- and
The Gardner School is one of them! Donate $18 or more
and be entered to win great prizes from NWPT.
>>CLICK HERE FOR A SPECIAL OFFER FROM NWPT

AMAZON BUTTON ON WEBSITE

Gardner School can benefit from your shopping on Amazon,
by first clicking on our Amazon button at gardnerschool.org.
>>SEE DETAILS HERE

REMINDERS

GARDNER GEAR REORDER: If you missed the first order
for Gardner Gear (sweatshirts & t-shirts), let Melinda
know you are interested in a second order by filling out
a REORDER WISHLIST.

DATE CHANGE FOR SPRING PLAY: Mark your calendar
for Wednesday, March 7th. The Spring Play has moved
from the previously scheduled date of 2/16 to the
new date of 3/7.
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